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Research extensively with credible sources and make the list

Read as many articles, press releases, blog posts, hub pages, forums, facebook pages as possible
and figure out what are the primary traits you should look for in the Mobile eCommerce Software
developer. If you are clever enough you will identify the fake ones with the way they promote
themselves. Reading testimonials from previous clients helps a lot. Or try talking to any of your own
friends who have used a Mobile eCommerce Software developer before. One of the finest Mobile
Commerce Application developers who does apps for all kinds of eCommerce businesses that I
found in my research recently: www.mobeCommerce.net

The essentials you should check for

Easy customization with advanced design tools, facility to choose from available templates, sync
support with website updates, easy sending of alerts on your special offers, a free mobile
compatible website, social media sharing, support for all mobile payment gateways, Google
Analytics etc.

The sharp questionnaire

After your long research you can make a list of the 5 best choices you have. And take a week to
choose the one that is the best among these five. Have a straight chat with those by asking a very
few questions the answers of which would give you the instincts of who will do better. And then
finalize your Mobile Commerce Application developer.

Emphasize on quality and post-sales support

Right from the beginning maintain a strong communicative tone, not dominant but strong. Insist that
you pay for quality, keep repeating it till the Mobile eCommerce Software developer gets obsessed
with the process of creating quality. Do not forget that you are paying quite a sum which means you
need a fully functional Mobile Commerce Application and his sustained support with the same level
of quality after the purchase for updates.

Continue to dig for ideas

Donâ€™t fail to remember the fact that the Mobile eCommerce Software developer has developed
Mobile Commerce Application for a hundred more like you, may be more than that. Which means he
would have got more a better idea at the eCommerce business at an eagle eye level. He would
possess a knowledge base of what would work out and what wouldnâ€™t. That could be a treasure of
information to you. Employ all formal and informal ways to your Mobile Commerce Application
developer to extract such valuable info. Ask him for ideas that would work out as utile features in the
app. Tell him more about your strategy and see how it wakes him up with ideas. Believe me this
would definitely work out.

Give credits and sustain relationship

If your policy permits you could give special credits for the developer in your Mobile Commerce
Application which would in turn strengthen the acquaintance meaning better service for you from
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him after sales, resulting in great synergy. Spread the word to your other Mobile eCommerce friends
and open chances for me. He would pay back with better service during your updates in the cloud.
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